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The early 1970's saw the creation of one
of today's most prominent international
aerospace companies. That company is
Lucas Aerospace and its creation
transformed the aircraft systems industry
with its fragmented technology base into
a single multi-national business for
research, development, manufacture and
support, setting the pattern for others to
follow.
This brochure presents a perspective of
Lucas Aerospace explaining its strategy
and the extent of its operations; 350
customers and 1 23 major projects
worldwide.
Since its early years Lucas Aerospace
has built up a formidable reputation
based on proven technological and
manufacturing capability combined with
a flexible management philosophy and

an extensive product support network.
The aerospace industry is moving into
the future at an ever increasing rate.
Lucas Aerospace will remain as one of
its most dominant names through
continuous and energetic expansion and
international co-operation, principles the
company has worked to since its
formation in 1971 from some of the most
noted companies in the European
equipment industry: tracing their own
individual histories back to 191 0 and the
very beginnings of aviation.
They are principles that have provided it
with an unrivalled range of capabilities in
the design, development and production
of systems and equipment for airframes
and engines as well as for guided
weapons and fighting vehicles.

They are principles that have given it a
vast wealth of experience, and through
this, a healthy financial and technical
base from which to launch further plans
for expansion.
They are also the factors which explain
the Company's more recent noticeable
growth, which has been planned on
three fronts to meet the needs of an
ever more global, technologically
accelerating industry.
Firstly, within the company itself,
considerable investment has been
focused on strengthening key
technologies in the existing product
range with the most advanced design
and manufacturing technology. Key
areas that have benefited from this are:
hydraulic actuation; electronics, notably
Full Authority Digital Engine Controls

(FADEC); 24000 rpm 2 pole generating
technology; and guided weapon control
section capabilities.
Secondly, there has been sustained
investment in new business
development which has helped to
ensure that Lucas Aerospace broadens
its position in aerospace and related
international markets. For example,
Lucas in collaboration with helicopter
manufacturers, has developed a
remotely controlled gun turret which is
designed to give helicopters a previously
unachievable self-defence capability.
This has already developed into an offaxis weapons delivery platform.
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International Operations and Support

A Growing Force Worldwide
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Lucas Flight International is now
supplying specialist flight services
including target towing for international
governments.
A new partnership in Hong Kong with
the Chinese Aerospace Industry has
given Lucas the opportunity of selling,
supporting and servicing the full range of
Chinese aerospace products.
The t hird form of expansion has been
through equity participation. A vigorous
programme of acquisition in Europe and
the United States has significantly
strengthened Lucas' position in key
markets, achieving for the company a
higher international profile than ever
before.
Through further acquisitions in France,
Lucas Aerospace has strengthened its
traditional capabilities in actuation,
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engine control, power generation and
adding undercarriage design and
manufacture, environmental control
systems and tank suspension to its
product base. In the United States,
recent acquisitions have provided us
with faci lities for the design and
manufacture of microwave components
and test and calibration instruments.
Under contract to the United States
Department of Defense infra-red counter
measure systems are now being
supplied.
Through its strengths of broad technical
and commercial expertise and
international stature Lucas has proved
its merits as a sound partner through an
active programme of teaming and
licensing, partnership and acquisition to
support today's multi-national

programmes and those now planned for
the turn of the century. Lucas Aerospace
has earned all United Kingdom, North
American, European and other National
and International Quality Assurance
approvals.
To support the continuing drive to
improve the competitiveness of its
operations there has been considerable
investment in new technology, and in
personnel training not only in design,
engineering and administration but also
in manufacturing, in all the company's
business units. The latest integrated
computer aided design facilities, and
manufacturing and production
management systems now support
automated plant, in cell based
manufacturing units, providing a flexible
response capability for new product

introduction and amendments to ongoing production programmes.
In addition to its own substantial inhouse support systems, technical
expertise, front line production
capabilities and worldwide company
owned support activities, Lucas
Aerospace is also able to draw on the
facilities of its parent group, Lucas
Industries pie. A £ 1.5 billion organisation,
Lucas Industries undertakes research of
a fundamental nature into materials and
processes to help maintain the leading
positions of its operating companies.
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Flight Control Systems
Geared Hinges and .Fly-by-Wire Controls

Hydraulically Powered Controls

FLAP OPERATION

SLAT OPERATION

With the advent of higher aircraft speeds
as a result of gas turbine power, it became
necessary to provide tor power to operate
flying control surfaces to be controlled by
the pilot. Lucas became involved in the
1940's, and to date has supplied
actuators and systems to operate flaps
and slats, tailplanes, elevators, ailerons
and rudder surfaces. Lucas also supplies
main and tail rotor pitch control actuators
tor helicoptertlight control.
In the 1950's Lucas pioneered such
techniques as power-by-wire and later
fly-by-wire and now, as then, an active
development and research department
continually pursues allied self-funded
work.
Currently, the Company is engaged on
a significant programme to develop
direct-acting valves using a powerful
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electromagnetic motor developed by
another division within the Company to
operate the power stage of the control
valve. In this latter technology, an enviable
reputation has been gained through
having over 100 million valve hours of
experience in flight control with no
recorded valve seizure. To compliment
this device, Lucas also has a vigorous
fly-by-wire activity combining advanced
actuation work with digital computation
and signalling techniques also under
development.
Software is provided by 'LUCOL', the
Lucas software control language,
currently the most advanced system of its
class available.

Lucas first designed a geared hinge
in the mid 1970's to answer the
problems posed by the taster, thinner
winged aircraft.
The geared hinge is a high torque, high
ratio gearbox which also provides the
hinge support tor the control surface.
With many years experience Lucas has
developed computer programmes
covering all the relevant design aspects
allowing envelope dimensions to be
readily established from given duty cycle
details. Considerable investment in
manufacturing and metrology facilities
has provided the crucial high level of
Production Engineering these devices
demand. Such a geared hinge is now
being produced tor the JAS 39 tighter and
a similar rotary actuator tor the A320
airliner.

Fly-by-wire
The use of electrical signalling to replace
mechanical connections from pilot to
actuator inputs was first produced by
Lucas in the early 1960's tor such aircraft
as the TSR2 in the UK At the present time
considerable in-house work is taking
place to keep Lucas at the forefront of the
high response electro-hydraulic actuator,
digital control and software technologies
necessary to the demonstration of a
complete fly-by-wire capability.
Commercial aircraft are also beginning to
benefit from fly-by-wire. The A320 is the
first of these and has Lucas all-electric
signalled spoiler controls.
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Engine Control Systems
Hyd romechanic~I

Full Authority Digital Systems

Pumps &Controls
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As a recognised leader in the design,
development and manufacture of
electronic control systems, Lucas
Aerospace continues to supply the latest
advanced aerospace and defence
programmes in both Europe and North
America with state-of-the-art control
system technology.
The Air Defence Variant of the multinational Tornado fighter now in RAF
service, has RB 199 engines equipped
with Lucas Full Authority Digital Engine
Control. This is the world's first FADEC in
production for service in combat aircraft
without a hydro-mechanical control as
back-up.
Lucas is also the chosen supplier for
major next generation helicopter
programmes. The company is to develop a
full authority twin channel digital
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electronic control for the Allison T406
engine for the V-22 Osprey tilt-rotor
aircraft. Development of a FAD EC forthe
Avco-Lycoming/Pratt and Whitney TBOO
engine proposed forthe LHX helicopter is
also underway. Lucas is working with
partners on this project and also in the
supply of the FAD EC for the RTM 322.
Developments in hardware have been
supported by associated high integrity
software. Lucas developed a language
using its own knowledge and background.
This software system known as "LU COL"
(LUcas COntrol Language) meets the
requirement of all current software design
specifications. As appropriate to projects
we are also working with 'Ada' and, as on
all fronts, our software technology is
dynamically evolving in line with the
growth of critical control applications.

Lucas Aerospace has a wealth of
experience in the design and
manufacture of engine management
systems, extending from small, low-cost
integrated fuel systems to FAD EC based
fuel systems for advanced civil and
military engines.
With over 200 million flying hours
experience Lucas is recognised as
leading the specific field of fuel pump
technology. The product range includes
gear, axial piston, radial piston and
turbine-driven centrifugal designs, across
a wide range of flow rates and delivery
pressures. Over recent years, a major
development programme has led to the
design of a new generation of
gear pumps, matched to the
exacting demands of the modern,
high-performance turbofan engine.

Hydromechanical controls form part of
the same capability with over 25,000
systems in service on gas turbines
ranging from 200hp to 60,000lbf.
Full-authority and reversionary systems
employing a wide range of control
principles are available for both main
engine and reheat.
Fuel Metering Interfaces for the latest
FADEC systems are also produced.
Advanced fuel metering units permit a
precision of control and level of reliability
previously unattainable.
The range of auxiliary controls and
associated actuators covers total
powerplant management including inlet
geometry controls, automatic power
restoration, bleed air controls, surge
detectors, governors, pressure drop
controls and shut-off valves.
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Electrical Power Systems
For Civil and Military Aircraft

Lucas Aerospace is one of the largest
manufacturers of aircraft electrical
generating equipment in the world with
an in-house capability for the design,
development, manufacture and test of
complete aircraft generating systems and
control equipment from the engine pad to
the bus-bar.
With expertise in generator design even
pre-dating the Company's first
involvement in constant speed drives in
1954, Lucas has accumulated
experience of a wider range of generating
system configurations than any
other manufacturer.
The experience in supplying both drive
and generator has provided the Company
with a thorough understanding of
interface compatibility between
generating system components. Th is is
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For Helicopters and
Fighting Vehicles
r

embodied in its most practical fo rm in the
mechanical drive generator pioneered by
Lucas and fitted to the Harrier, AV8A and
AV8B.
The current range centres around the
lightweight oil-spray cooled AC generator
now developed into a 24,000 rpm two
pole machine representing the latest
developments in weight reduction and oil
cooling techniques.
Integration of the machine into the
CCFG, (Compact Constant Frequency
Generator), with a variable ratio epicyclic
differential gear and electronically
controlled hydraulic system achieve the
optimum in lightest weight and minimum
volume for a 400 Hz system.
Both analogue and digital designs of
generator control units feature in the
range of control and protection units

produced as part of the total
systems capability.
In parallel with developments in aircraft
electrical power systems has been the
design of AC and DC systems for civil
and mil itary helicopters. Equipment has
been suppl ied on the Boeing Vertol
Chinook and Model 234 and on the
Westland 30, Sea King and Lynx.
A key successful market for Lucas
has been fighting vehicles with its special
generating system design requirements
of rugged construction, high reliability
and durability, environmental freedom
and minimum weight.
Completing the range of capabilities are
AC and DC starter generators in
all configurations.

Contactors
Over 70 years of switchgear expertise and
significant recent investment has
produced a new range of technically
advanced contactors. These latest units
have optional electronic modules for
overcurrent, undercurrent, reverse current
and remote power control and can be
either 28v DC or 11 5-200v 400 Hz AC,
from 50 amps up to 1000 amps.
Contactors are available with all major
contact configurations in single and
multi-pole versions with hermetically
sealed or gasket sealed enclosures.
All research, design, development,
production and test are carried out
in-house. Thus the highest quality
standards are maintained.
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Nacelles & Engine Actuation Systems
Pneumatic & Hydraulic Actuation

The Lucas Aerospace Nozzle Control
and Thrust Reverser Control Systems on
the Tornado RB199 engine both employ
air motors driven by engine compressor
air to drive ballscrew actuators through
flexible shaft systems. Air motors provide
the most positive form of high
performance control where pneumatic
systems are needed and Lucas has
developed the material and mechanism
technology to enable such machinery to
operate with air temperatures up to
450°C and without any conventional
lubrication. This technology has also
been extended to the gearboxes and
ballscrews of the system making
available for the next generation of
aircraft a complete range of mechanisms
capable of withstanding high
temperatures.
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Where hydraulic actuation is needed
piston jacks provide a simple but highly
responsive and reliable arrangement and
the Lucas actuators on the CFM-56
engine on the A320 are a recent
example of such an application. For
many configurations of nozzle and thrust
reverser it is however necessary that the
actuators are synchronised in a more
positive way than is possible with simple
piston jacks and Lucas has developed a
robust mechanical system of
synchronising piston jacks incorporating
geared screws in the actuators linked by
flexible shafting which is now being
produced for the V-2500 engine thrust
reverser and is also being developed tor
military engine nozzles.

Nacelles & Fan Thrust Reversers

As one of the largest fabricators of
aerostructures and engine nacelles in
Europe, Lucas has manufactured in
excess of 2,000 thrust reversers over the
last 15 years. Recent projects include
assemblies and components on the
A320.
With this considerable experience, and
following the introduction of an extensive
composite facility, Lucas is now able to
offer major cost and weight savings
through the extensive use of composite
materials in areas of nose cowls, engine
pod doors and fan thrust reversers.
One example of our ability to help airline
costs savings is through a patented
feature in the thrust reverser design
which locates the operating system
within the cascade array, thereby
reducing the overall size of the nacelle

outer profile; this allows a smaller engine
nacelle to be used which reduces drag
and therefore specific fuel consumption.
Also developed is a novel tooling
approach which permits comp lex shapes
to be readily formed, offering component
production with greatly reduced
post-cure finish operations, thereby
minimising product production cost.
Other development work is proceeding
concurrently on composite lightning
strike protection systems, ceramic
firewalls, high temperature matrix
materials and the rmoplastics, thus
ensuring that Lucas stay in the
forefront of advanced aerospace
materials technology.
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Missile Systems
Propulsion Systems and Fin Control Actuators

Within Lucas Aerospace is a unique total
design, development and manufacturing
capability for gas turbine engines
including turbo-machinery combustion
chambers, fuel sprayers, electronic and
hydromechanical fuel distribution and
engine management.
Lucas manufactures gas turbine engines
providing both air and shaft power for
airborne auxiliary oower systems and
particularly for turbojet engines for
missile and pilotless vehicle propulsion.
Gas turbines have been designed and
produced in-house for auxiliary power
unit roles where maximum maintainability
and reliability with minimum cost of
ownership are prime requirements, or as
'armament round' concept turbojet
engines requiring long shelf-life and
demonstrated first-time start reliability.
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More than 60,000 Lucas Aerospace
electric actuators and motors have now
been supplied for over 100 different
aircraft and missiles throughout the
world, including servo systems and
equipment for some of the most
advanced major missile programmes
including Harpoon, HARM, AMRAAM,
Sea Skua, Sea Eagle and ALARM.
For the ALARM programme, Lucas is
supplying the complete actuation section
of the missile including electric servo
actuators, control and monitoring
electronics, thermal battery, fin locks and
external casework.
Lucas expertise extends to computer
programmes especially developed to
simulate system parameters, enabling
the optimum solutions to be offered for
new products.

Systems Responsibility a11d Section Assembly

A major part of the Company's activities is
directed towards provisioning of
guided weapon systems and associated
equipment. Structured with a project
management capability and with the
flexibility to undertake total procurement
authority, Lucas Aerospace can act as a
sole or joint venture contractor, or
operate directly with a prime contractor.
All facets of system design from the
feasibility study stage through to the
supply of hardware in production volumes
can be accommodated, as with current
involvement as a major sub-contractor on
the British Government's Sting Ray
advanced lightweight anti-submarine
torpedo project.
The engineering capabilities embrace a
broad range of functions in the disciplines
of mechanical, electrical and electronic

engineering. Research and development,
equipment and sub-systems design - with
particular emphasis on integration into
complete systems - and the supply of all
drawings, documentation, overall test
facilities and configuration control, form
the core of the engineering activities.
In support, manufacturing departments
provide an impressive range of skills
backed by comprehensive facilities.
These include special processes and
production techniques, such as
assembly under strictly controlled
environmental conditions, and the
handling of substances requiring toxic or
decontamination control procedures.
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Lucas Aerospace Facts and Figures
SALES FY ENDING 1983-1986
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82-83

83-84

LUCAS AEROSPACE FORMED 1971

84-85
Sales (£m)

85-86

PROFITS FY ENDING 1983 -1986

GEOGRAPHICAL SALES- END USERS
36%

31.0
24.1

23%

25%
15.4

16%

North Amenca Rest of the World

Lucas Aerospace is an autonomous
subsidiary of Lucas Industries pie, a UK
based international organisation with
subsidiaries and related companies
throughout the world. With interests in
automotive, industrial, marine and
aerospace markets, the parent company
has over 64,000 employees and a
turnover in excess of£ 1,600m.
Lucas Aerospace itself had a £330m
turnover and approximately 9,600
employees by the end of the fiscal year
1986. (31st July).
The company is in a period of
unprecedented growth through
investment in new technology, new
business developments and through a
major acquisition programme involving
not only its UK based business units but
also its operations in the USA and
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U.K.

Europe

Canada, in France and in the Far East.
Each business unit operates
independently, against its own
competitiveness plan, as do all the
groups and companies. However, the
company structure is such that its total
resources can be efficiently integrated
for the management of projects across
different technological disciplines and
geographical boundaries.
The foundation of Lucas Aerospace
Limited in 1971 brought together some
of Europe's most experienced aircraft
equipment manufacturers. And combined
with its subsequent growth, it has
provided the company with a breadth
and depth of total systems capability
unique in this industry.
Worldwide sales of aerospace equipment
have more than doubled since 1980

82-83

16.7

83-84

84-85
Profit Before Tax (£m)

representing a total turnover of £330m
for 1986. Much of this is to be attributed
to significant successes for the
subsidiaries in America and Canada In
addition, the UK based operations and
the partnership with PLU in Germany
both achieved record sales.
In Europe, Saab and Airbus lndustrie
have placed orders for rotary actuator
based flight control systems. And there
have been recent successes with Full
Authority Digital Engine Control (FADEC)
for the Rolls-Royce Turbomeca RTM322
engine. The development of a digital fuel
control system for the Rolls-Royce RB 211
is also proving to be a successful
venture. These are just some of the
projects that have contributed to the
highest sales and margin figures since
the formation of the company. They were

85-86

achieved after record investment in
research and development, in training,
and in manufacturing technology.
Since 1985 many features of the
company have changed, the most
prominent being the increase in its
project and customer base, a change
brought about by an even greater
expansion in the United States, Europe
and the Far East. An increase in the
American share of geographical sales
reflects the interest taken in this market
over the last year. Further growth is
expected here and in most other
markets this year, which will maintain the
company as one of the largest and most
successful of aerospace systems and
equipment companies.

International Operations
From its United Kingdom headquarters
in Solihull, Lucas Aerospace has a
worldwide operation comprising
subsidiary companies, associated or
related companies, teaming partners and
licensees. At the centre of this operation
is a comprehensive product support
network of overhaul bases and regional
centres serving more than 350 operators
in more than 100 countries.

Europe
The French operations of Lucas
Aerospace cover two major functions.
With the Thomson organisation in
France, a partnership was created called
Thomson-Lucas which acts as the parent
company of ABG-Semca, Auxilec and
Bronzavia/ Air Equipement. Secondly, the
wholly-owned subsidiaries of Messier
Auto lndustrie and the Lucas stake in
Messier-Hispano-Bugatti are also part of
the expanding presence in France.
MAI su pplies vehicle braking and
suspension systems and MHB designs
and manufactures hydraulic and
mechanical actuation systems and,
notably, undercarriage equipment.
In West Germany, Pierburg
Luftfahrtgerate Union GmbH based at
Neuss specialises in fuel systems.
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UK
There are now eight business units in
the UK: a combination which represents
one of the most substantial and
comprehensive aerospace systems and
equipment organisations in the world.
In essence, each unit operates as an
independent business in its own right. To
support their independence, each has its
own commercial, design, development,
production, test and support facilities
relevant to its own fields of operation.
However, while allowing the businesses
to function independently, the company
structure works in such a way that when
projects or systems specifications
demand the integration of skills and
technology, this can be readily achieved
not only within the UK but across the
geographic boundaries to other
territories.
USA and Canada
In this most important area of the world
are several prominent organisations - all
of them, again, operating as individual
businesses. One such is AUL Instruments,
a New York company specialising in
electronic communications, and test and
measurement equipment. In Fairfield,
New Jersey, an existing Lucas unit has
been manufacturing gas turbine
electronic engine control systems since
1975. In Gaithersburg MD, Weinschel
produces microwave instruments and
systems for industry and government.
As in Europe, Product Support plays a
distinctive role. The headquarters and
main repair and overhaul base is at
Englewood on the East Coast. On the
West Coast, in Los Angeles, there is a
centre specialising in support for
commuter and executive aircraft
operators.
In Canada, Lucas Aerospace is based in
Montreal, where the design, engineering,
manufacturing, assembly, testing, and
service support for a wide range of
aerospace products is carried out.
These products include fuel and
hydraulic systems, special purpose
pumps and actuators. The company also
participates in design collaboration with
Lucas Aerospace in the UK and with the
company's organisation in the USA.
A joint company specialising in starter
generators has been established with
Auxilec, a Lucas company in France.
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UNITED KINGDOM
Solihull, West Mid lands
Company Headquarters
Worldwide Product
Support Headquarters
Lucas Flight International

0

Birmingham
Electronic Systems
Engine Systems

•

Bradford
Electric Actuators

0

Burn ley
Fabrications
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Key:
A. Product Support Overhaul Bases
• Product Support Regional Centres
Marketing Offices
O Subsidiary Compan ies
X Related Compa ni es
• Worksharing Partners and Licensees

USA
Dallas TX
US Marketing headquarters
Englewood. NJ
Product Support Base
Fairfie ld, NJ
Manufacturing Operations
Gaithersburg MD
Manufacturing Operations
Kansas City KA
Product Support Regional Centre
Long Island. NY
Manufacturing Operations
Los Angeles CA
Product Support Base
Marketing Office
Miami FL
Product Support Regional Centre
New York NY
Auxilec Office
Seattle WA
Marketing Office
Licensees
CANADA
Montreal
Manufacturing Operations
Product Support Base and
Regional Centre
Auxilec Canada
Licensees

Far East and Austra lia
As the principal Australian Government
contractor for the overhaul of fuel
systems and electrical generating
systems, the company undertakes
extensive work in these fields on a wide
range of different aircraft types, including
all Airbus lndustrie aircraft. Much
investment has been made into both
Sydney and Perth bases to prepare for
the A320 and F-18 projects in particular.
Defence and civil forces in the whole of
the Asia-Pacific region also make use of
the company's overhaul facilities, as do
other equipment manufacturers. The
bases incorporate equipment for work
on high pressure hydraulics and
pneumatics to small aircraft gas turbine
engines. In Hong Kong, Aircraft
Technology Ltd. has been established
jointly with CATIC to sell, supply and
support the products of the Chinese
aerospace industry throughout the world.

FRANCE
Paris
Thomson-Lucas
Auxilec
Bronzavia!Air Equipement
ABG Semca
Messier Auto lndustrie
Messier-Hispano-Bugatti
Tou louse
Lucas Aerospace Office and
Product Support
Regional Centre
Worksharing Partners
and Licensees

...

x

Coventry
Switchgear & Ignition

t

Hemel Hempstead
Power Systems
London
Underwater Systems
London (Heathrow)
Product Support Regional Centre
Luton
Engineering & Heating Systems
Wolverhampton
Actuation

•

WEST GERMANY
Munich
Product Support Regional Centre
Marketing Office
Neuss
Pierburg Luftfahrtgerate Union GmbH
(PLU)
Worksharing Partners
and Licensees
HONG KONG
Product Support Regional Centre
Marketing Office
Aircraft Technology

x

INDIA
Licensee

0

ITALY
Worksharing Partners
and Licensees

*

JAPAN
Marketing Office
Licensees

x

•

•

•

*

x

•

•

*x

SAUDI ARABIA
Product Support Regional Centre
Marketing Office
SWEDEN
Licensees

AUSTRALIA
Sydney
Manufacturing Operations
Product Support Base and
Regional Centre
Perth
Product Support Base

•

•
*•

•

*

•

Worksharing and Teaming
As a direct equipment and systems
supplier; through equity participation and
overseas manufacturing; through
involvement in European and other
projects Lucas Aerospace has formed
many associations and is in a unique
position to offer technology partnerships
in the mutual pursuit of aerospace
opportunities.
Licensees
Licensing agreements have been
negotiated throughout the world on
specific projects, for specific territories or
for particular suppliers or operators.

0

•
...
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Business Summaries
Products

Major Programmes

Engine Systems Division
Hydromechanical Fuel Systems
LP & HP Fuel Pumps
Fuel Metering Interfaces for
Electronic Controls
Ancillary Engine Control
Equipment
Cryogenic Cooling Engines

RB199 -Tornado
RB211 - TriStar
- Boeing 747 & 757
V-2500 -A320
Spey
- Gulfstream II & Ill
TF 41
- Corsair II
Tay
- Gulfstream IV
Fokker 100

Electronic Systems Division
Electronic Fuel Control Systems
Flight Control Systems/ Avionics
Hi-Rel Hybrid Microcircuits
APU/Emergency Systems Controls
'LUCOL' Control Language

ATDE
RB199
RB211
Teledyne GPG
Fiat Argo
(AMX)
Patriot
JAS 39

Allison T406
T800 (LHX)
RTM322
ALARM
Sea Wolf
ASRAAM
Spey Marine

A300
A310
A320
SD330
SD 360
Tornado
BAe One-Eleven

Sherpa
Falcon 50
RB199
CFM 56
V-22 Osprey
V-2500

Actuation Division
Hydraulic and Pneumatic
Actuation Systems for Airframe Primary
& Secondary Flying Controls and for
Engine Actuation
Rotary Actuator Geared Hinges
Fly-by-Wire
Ramjet Fuel Controls
Helicopter Weapon Aiming Systems
Wing Rotation Actuation

Design, Total Project
Management & Manufacture of Missile
Systems, Sub-Systems & Equipment,
Underwater Propulsion and Control
Systems

Combustion Technology Centre
Research & Development Cosultancy
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Lynx
EAP
Concorde
TriStar
Boeing 747
Boeing 767
A300
ATP
EH 101

JT 15D
PW 100 Series
Fokker 50
Tri Star
BAe125-800

Tornado
BAe 146
Concorde
AV8-B
Lynx

BAe 146
JAS39
Tornado

V-22 Osprey
SF340
Lynx

Switchgear & Ignition
Range qf Standardised Contactors
De-icing Controllers
Panel Mounted Lever Switches
Ignition Exciters for all types and size of
Gas Turbine Engine applications

Engineering & Heating Systems
Aircraft Transparencies
Electro-Thermal Ice Protection
Electroluminescent Lighting

Electronic Communications Test
and Measurement Equipment

Weinschel Engineering
Tornado
Lynx
BAe 125
ATP
JAS39
Chinook
DHC7
Concorde
Harrier
AV8-B/GR Mk 5
AMX
Boeing 747
ALARM
Sting Ray
Other Underwater
Vehicle Projects

Challenger
Rapier (Towed)
BAe 146
MCV-80 Warrior
Fokker 50
EH 101
Tucano
AMRAAM
A300
A310
Hawk
RB211
RB199

Microwave Testing and
Measuring Equipment

Thomson-Lucas
Auxilec
AC & DC Electrical Generating
Systems

Bronzavia/Air Equipement
Primary and Secondary Flying
Controls
Engine Controls and Accessories

ABG-Semca
Aircraft Air Conditioning

Messier Auto lndustrie

Fabrications Division
Precision Fabrications for Airframes,
Missiles & Engines

Sea Skua
Sea Eagle
Harpoon
HARM
AMRAAM
ALARM
Hawk
Harrier
Tornado

AUL Instruments

Power Systems Division
Complete Constant Frequency AC
Generating Systems
DC Generators
Hydraulic & Traction Constant
Speed Drives
Gas Turbine Starters
Missile Turbojet Engines
Auxiliary, Emergency &
Secondary Power Systems
High Temperature Pneumatic Valves
Air Turbine Starters and Motors
Recirculating Ballscrews

Electric Actuators
Complete Missile Control
Section Actuation
Special Purpose Actuation
Systems
Rotary & Linear Actuators
Samarium Cobalt Motors Brushed & Brushless
AC & DC Motors
Signal & Power Electronics
Power Supply Units
Static Inverters

RB211 Cold Fan Thrust Reverser
Harpoon Submarine Launch Capsule
Spey Re-heat System
CFM 56-Thrust Reverser for A320
(with Hispano Suiza)
Gulfstream Giii Complete Nacelle and
Thrust Reverser
HARM Rocket Motor Case
MLRS Rocket Motor Case
Involvement in every major UK Engine
Programme since 1940
Combustion and Heat Transfer
Flow Visualisation
Materials Science
Composite Materials

Vehicle Braking and Suspension
Systems

Messier-His pa no ·Bugatti
Hydraulic Actuation Systems

Pierburg Luftfahrtgerate Union (PLU)
Fuel Control Systems

Aircraft Technology
Sales, Service asnd Support of
CATIC products

Lucas Flight International
Flying Services
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Auxiliary Power Systems
APU's and Gas Turbine Starters

Emergency and Secondary Systems

Within Lucas Aerospace is a total design,
development and manufacturing
capability for gas turbine engines,
including turbo machinery, combustion
chambers, fuel sprayers, electronic
and hydromechanical fuel distribution
and engine management.
This depth and range of our in-house
capability is finding a ready application in
the field of Emergency and Auxiliary
Power Systems.
The development of high performance
aircraft which utilize artificial stability and
fly-by-wire control, resulted in a need
for the constant supply of hydraulic
and electrical power under all
flight conditions.
The different requirements of single and
twin engined aircraft resulted in the
development of different types of
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emergency power systems each with
its limitations.
Lucas studies to optimize the design of a
versatile emergency power system,
resulted in the production of the Auxiliary
and Emergency Power System (AEPS).
This system will provide electrical and
hydraulic power for ground check-out and
will function as an emergency power
system in flight. On the ground the
system is driven by compressed air from
either a ground service cart or an
on-board APU. In the air it is driven by the
engine bleed air or by hot gas delivered
by the Stored Energy System (SES).
A prime example of the conceptual
design and engineering capability
of Lucas Aerospace in Auxiliary
Power Systems.

At the heart of this Lucas capability is the
gas turbine engine, which Lucas has
supplied both for air and shaft power for
auxiliary power systems and as a turbojet
engine for missile and pilotless vehicle
applications.
Again military aircraft development
dictated the need for self-contained
starting systems, and Lucas, using its
multi-discipline and multi-divisional
organisation, produced a self-contained
unit using fuel from the main engine
system so eliminating the aircraft's
dependence on the ground power unit.
Intensive development and testing of
units for other applications followed,
culminating in the MKll GTS/APU used
on the US Marine Corps AV-BA V/STOL
fighter aircraft.

This unit has the capability of supplying
electrical output in the APU mode.
Yet further development of the MKll unit
has led to the introduction of a Full
Authority Digital Electronic Control
(FADEC) to provide fuel management, to
control sequencing of events and for fault
diagnosis.
The introduction of FADEC demonstrates
the multi-divisional approach which can
be applied to provide systems solutions.
This improved GTS/APU is fitted on the
USMC AV-8 Band RAF GR Mk5 Harrier
with the additional capability of
in-flight APU operation.
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Metal &Composite Fabrications

Fuel System Equipment &Cryogenics

Precision Manufacture &Assembly

Capabilities encompass precision light
alloy and composite fabrications with
large scale facilities for chemical milling,
anodising, heat treatment, and electron
beam welding. Expertise in adhesively
bonded honeycomb alloy sandwich
assemblies for both structural and
acoustic applications, includes fibre
reinforced material. Plant includes
pressure autoclaves from small scale
development size to large diameter fully
computer controlled production
equipment. Design facilities including
multi-layer CAD/CAM techniques, backed
by finite element stress analysis, provide
a capability to supply engine nacelles,
cabin floors, undercarriage doors and
similar major structural fabrications such
as the recently won contract for rocket
motor cases for ML RS.
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Pumps. &Cooling Engines

Fuel System Equipment
The Company has a prestigious track
record of technical excellence in Full
Authority Hydromechanical Fuel Systems
for a wide range of applications including
the Rolls-Royce Tay Engine. From this
background Fuel Metering Interfaces
have been developed for use with Full
Authority Digital Electronic Controls
(FAD EC). These devices have found
applications on the International Aero
Engines V2500 Turbofan, the Allison
T406 Turboshaft for the V-22 Osprey Tilt
Rotor Craft and the Avco-Lycoming/P&W
T800 Turboshaft for Light Helicopters.
Developments in pumping elements, both
Gear and Centrifugal type, have produced
technology to provide high speed,
lightweight pumps with exceptionally
long service lives.

These recent developments give Lucas
the capability to provide complete world
beating main engine and reheat fuel
systems for both Civil and Military aircraft.

Cryogenic Cooling Engines
The Cryogenic Cooling Engine is being
developed for a range of cooling
applications including Infra-Red
Detectors for Thermal Imaging Systems,
such as Imaging Cameras and Laser
Rangefinders. Use of the Split Stirling
Cycle with helium as the working fluid
results in a unit sealed for a long
maintenance free life.
With exceptionally high cooling power
and low heat output, the Lucas
Aerospace cryogenic engine greatly
enhances the flexibility of IR systems by
removing the need for a gas supply.
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Aircraft Transparencies

EL Lighting & Spraymat Ice Protection

Cockpit & Cabin Windows

With extensive experience over more
than 20 years in widely differing
transparency applications, varying from
high-speed military aircraft and c ivil
airliners to military and civil helicopters,
and involving front windscreens, cockpit
windows, canopies and cabin windows,
Lucas Aerospace has become the
technology leader in plastic-based
windows.
The benefits based on this experience
include:
• Availability of varied composite
structures, including glass-faced
acrylics, polycarbonate and acrylicfaced polycarbonates.
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Panel & Formation Lighting
and De-Icing
.

• Electrically heated anti-iced and
anti-misted windows.
• Availability of different coatings, both
active and passive, for electrical
heating, radar reflection, surface
abrasion protection and electro-static
drain.
• Ability to provide compound shapes
retaining optical quality and high
impact and damage resistance.
• Low overall cost of ownership due to
inherent high reliability, coupled with
strong technical and product support.
• Supply not only of finished windows,
but also of basic stretched acrylic
materials for window manufacture by
other contractors.

EL Lighting
Originally fitted on Concorde but
subsequently re-developed to take
advantage of new phosphors and new
forms of construction, EL Lighti ng
(Electroluminescence) is now showing its
true potential, and find ing applications
in highly cost critical commu ter aircraft
applications such as the SF-340 for
flight deck panel illumination, and in
formation lighting for military projects
such as the SAAB JAS39 and Tornado.
This safe, reliable light source offers
long-life, th inly packaged, cold source
lighting with the unique qualities of
constant colour conformity, very low
current consumption, no sudden failures
and wide choice of colours.

Ice Protection
With more than 25 years and millions of
fligh t hours experience to call on,
the Company's 'Spraymat' de-icing
process offers a truly complete electrothermal ice protection system
incorporating ice detection and close
thermal control; suitable for application to
almost any surface on fixed wing aircraft
and on helicopters. The Company
can also undertake complete engine
intake design incorporating the
'Spraymat' system.
Following specialised development and
extensive flight trials, 'Spraymat' is
proving itself to be ideally suited to
combat the especially harsh problems
posed by the new generation all-plastic
helicopter blade.
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Starting & Electrical Distribution

Weapon Pointing Systems

Ignition, Starters and Switchgear

Helicopter
Gun Turret
.

-

Radiator
Tuning Unit
Sensor
Data

Helmet Data:Azimuth Elevation
Gun Turret

The design and manufacture of Ignition
Exciters for gas turbine engines is a
particular field in which Lucas Aerospace
has become one of the leading world
suppliers. Advances include the UniDirectional Output Circuit, which doubles
the energy output of exciters resulting in
a considerable weight saving. Developed
by the same team are unique systems of
measuring the energy release from
exciter to igniter, these are known as
Engcalc and ldems.
In parallel with this work Lucas has
developed a system for monitoring the
status and health of ignition systems,
known as IDS, and th is is capable of
detecting incipient failures of ignition
systems to LRU level.
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Recent developments enable ignition
units to be used in conjunction with
dedicated permanent magnet alternators
and supplied either as independent units
or integrated with the ignition unit
to give Alternator Exciter Regulator
combinations.
Advances in Switchgear include Solid
State Remote Power Control of any
combination of current limit, tailored and
instantaneous trip characteristics. These
devices possess logic level control and
status interface capability accessible via
discrete logic or fibre optic links.
Lucas also has a range of air starters
which can be used in conjunction with an
APU or can ultilise air from either a
ground supply or main engine cross
bleed.

Derived from several decades of
experience with electro hydraulic
powered flying controls for a wide range
of aircraft, Lucas has developed a
remotely controlled Gun Turret suitable
for fitting to the underside of helicopters.
The turret has its own electronic control
unit and can be pointed by means of
either a helmet mounted sight or a
sighting system fitted to the helicopter.
Lucas has selected the well proven 50
calibre (12.7mm.) Browning machine gun
as the basic weapon and using three
different models, demonstrated a
pointing accuracy of better than one
milliradian in both azimuth and elevation,
through an extensive firing programme.

In conjunction with the Bell Helicopter
Company, Lucas has now qualified the
turret on the 41 2 AH Helicopter and is
commencing similar exercises with two
European helicopter manufacturers.
Much interest has been shown by the
military in many parts of the world.
Subsequent developments of this
equipment will produce a steerable
platform forthe launch of missiles
'off-axis' from a helicopter. This eliminates
time delay in missile deployment and
does not require the helicopter to fly
towards a target which may be at short
range.

Total Quality Assurance

CTEC-Technology& Engineering

-

The Combustion Technology and
Engineering Centre (CTEC) within the
Fabrication Division operates as an
independent, confidential consultancy in
the fields of gas turbine combustion and
related technology. The Centre has an
international reputation based on more
than 40 years experience in high
temperature investigation and
engineering, having been involved for
example in every major gas turbine
engine project in the UK.
Further, the Centre has played a
significant part in the evolution of the
modern gas turbine engine combustion
system and in the design and
development of new fabrication
techniques now employed extensively on
production aerostructure programmes.
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Worldwide assignments on aerospace,
nuclear, industrial and automotive
projects have been accomplished
through the Centre's expertise in many
fields, particularly combustion and heat
transfer, flow visualisation, material
science, including composites, and in
controls and instrumentation.
Facilities include:
• High pressure Air/Gas Test Rigs
• High Altitude and Climatic Chambers
• Materials & Metallurgical Laboratory
• Performance Analysis &
Computer Group
• Comprehensive Experimental
Workshop
• Spray & Injection Laboratory
• Flow Visualisation Laboratory
• Fluid Dynamics Laboratory

Lucas Aerospace has developed a Total
Quality Assurance System which has
been applied throughout the Company in
all disciplines and at all stages, from
project inception, through production to
product support.
This system ensures that our performance
not only meets contractual specifications
and relevant Quality Assurance Authority
requirements, but that in addition it will
satisfy customers' own expectations of
reliability and quality of performance.
The Quality Assurance organisation
operates independently of other
functions with its own management
responsibilities, from product groups
through a senior Company Quality
Manager to a nom inated Board Director.

In this way Quality Assurance has been
developed from its passive, appraisal role
of the past into an active management
tool leading to improved product
reliability, cost, performance and delivery.
Quality Liaison Engineers maintain a
close working relationship with custome r
representatives and with the Company's
worldwide Product Support Organisation
to ensure full in-service data feedback.
This data is constantly monitored to
ensure that any necessary corrective
action can be readily taken.
The Company holds the highest
International and National approvals,
covering design, manufacture, testing,
overhaul and repair of aerospace and
defence systems and equipment.
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Business Addresses

Product Support Worldwide

HEAD OFFICE
Brueton House. New Road. Solihull.
West Midlands B91 3TX
Tel & AO.G. (021) 704 5171
Telex 335334 LUCARO G
Fax (021) 705 9113
UNITED KINGDOM
Engine Systems Division:
Shaftmoor Lane. Hall Green. Birmingham.
West Midlands B2S SSW
Tel (021) 707 7111
AO.G. Tel (021) 779 6531
Telex 33S7S1 LUCARO G
Fax (021) 707 SS26
Electronic Systems Division:
York Road, Hall Green.
Birmingham, West Midlands B2S SLN
Tel & AO.G. (021 l 777 3222
Telex 336755 LUCARO G
Fax (021) 77S 5575
Actuation Division:
Stafford Road, Fordhouses. Wolverhampton,
West Midlands WV10 ?EH
Tel & AO.G. (0902) 7S23S 1
Telex 33S217 LUCARO G
Fax (0902) 7S2720
Power Systems Division:
Maylands Avenue. Hemel Hempstead.
Herts HP2 4SP
Tel & AO.G. (0442) 42233
Telex S2110 LUCARO G
Fax (0442) 4S751

Product Support Overhaul Bases
United Kingdom
Englewood, New Jersey, U.S.A.
Compton, California, U.S.A.
Montreal, Canada
Sydney, Australia
Perth, Australia

Fabrications Division:
P.O. Box 5. Hargher Clough. Burnley.
Lanes. BB11 4BD
Tel (02S2) 25051
Telex 63136 LUCARO G
Main Plant Fax (02S2) 412521
CTEC Fax (0282) 59638

Product Support Regional Centres
London - Heathrow Airport
Hong Kong
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Kansas City, U.S.A.
Miami, U.S.A.
Montreal, Canada
Munich, West Germany
Sydney, Australia
Toulouse, France

Product Support :
Head Office. Brueton House. New Road.
Solihull. West Midlands B91 3TX
Tel & AO.G. (021) 704 5171
Telex 335334 LUCARO G
Fax (021) 705 9113
Support Centre. Building 253 Ely Road.
London (Heathrow) Airport. Hounslow.
Middlesex TW6 2 EV
Tel & AO.G. (01) 759 9813
Telex 932023 LUCARO G
Fax(01)8971519
Lucas Flight International:
Brueton House. New Road. Solihull.
West Midlands B91 3TX
Tel. (021) 704 5171
Telex 335334 LUCARO e3
Fax (021) 705 9113

AUSTRALIA:
Lucas Industries Australia Limited.
Aerospace Division. 84-92 Epsom Road.
Zetland Sydney NSW 2017
Tel (2) 663 1311
AO.G. Tel (2) 663 1316
Telex 24 529 LUCARO AA
Fax (2) 662 6417
Lucas Industries Australia Limited.
Aerospace Division. 76 Abernethy Road.
Belmont. Perth WA 6104
Tel (9) 277 5033
Telex 93034 LUCARO AA

Electric Actuators:
247 Sticker Lane. Bradford
West Yorkshire BD4 SRO
Tel & AO.G. (0274) 665045
Telex 5116S LUCARO G
Fax (0274) 669913

II

Engineering & Heating Systems:
Luton International Airport. Luton.
Bedfordshire LU2 9NO
Tel & AO.G. (0582) 31141
Telex 82129 LUCARO G
Fax (0582) 412292/452049

Switchgear & Ignition:
Read Street. Coventry. West Midlands
CV1 5SF
Tel & AO.G. (0203) 51S42
Telex 31471 LUCARO G
Fax (0203) 26271

CANADA:
Lucas Industries Canada Limited.
Aerospace Division. 5595 Royalmount Avenue,
Montreal. Quebec H4P 1J9
Tel & AO.G. (514) 735 1536
Telex 05561115 LUCAS MTL
Fax (514) 342 2047

INTERNATIONAL DIALING CODES
The following c ountry codes should prefix the numbers shown both for
telephone and for fax when dialing from outside the country:
UK
44
France
33
USA & Canada
1
West Germany 49
Australia
61
Hong Kong
852
NOTE: When dialing into UK do not dial the first 0 of the number

Full commitment to the World Airline
Supplier Guide.
Spares: Provisioning data to full AT.A
standards. Worldwide communications
for both order and stock control (S.l.T.A
approved addresses).
Worldwide location of emergency stocks
with 24 hour AO.G. capability.
Repair: Wholly-owned Lucas repair
facilities located on East and West coasts
of USA, on East and West coasts of
Australia, with major facilities also in UK
and Canada.
Reliability: Full performance monitoring
with feedback to design and engineering
for product life and reliability
improvements.

Maintainability: Product Support
Engineers have responsibility for:• Establishing maintenance
requirements for all new products.
• Formulating tooling, test data and
repair schemes for technical manuals.
• Validating technical manuals in "start
from no knowledge" shop conditions.
Training: Courses available in purposebuilt Lucas Aerospace facilities and on
shop floor where required.
Technical Liaison: Resident engineers
throughout the world with authority to
deal with engineering, warranty and
commercial and supply problems.
Technical Publications: Manuals and
Service Bulletins with full customer
'up date' service to both civil and
military standards.

FRANCE:
Auxllec. 188 Rue D'Estienne D'Orves,
F.2707 Colombes Cedex.
Tel (14) 7S 47 420
Telex 62066S
Fax (14) 242 S931
Bronzavial Air Equipement. 270 Avenue
des Gresillons. 92601 Asnieres
Tel(1)47916111
Telex 620124 F
Fax (1) 47 91 61 33
ABG Semca. 3 Villa Thoreton, 75255
Paris Cedex 15
Tel 15 54 92 17
Telex 260697
Messier Auto lndustrie, 6 Rue du
Moulin Par le Bas. Champlan, BP 137,
91163 Longjumeau Cedex
Tel (1) 69 09 01 5S
Telex 690455 F MESAIND
Fax (1) 69 09 66 21
Messier-Hispano-Bugatti. 5 Rue LouisLejeune, BP 113, 92124. Montrouge
Cedex
Tel(1)6571424
Telex 260655
Lucas Aerospace Limited,
c/o Airbus St. Martin
Aerospatiale,
316 Route de Bayonne, 31060 Toulouse
Cedex 03
Tel 61 49 30 44/61 93 60 10
Telex 531546
Fax 61 93 59 48
Lucas Aerospace Limited,
c/o Thomson CSF.
15 Avenue Didier Daurat,
BP 143, 31702 Blagnac Cedex
Tel 61 30 03 23
Telex 2047SO
Fax 61 30 03 23

WEST GERMANY:
Pierburg Luftfahrtgerate Union GmbH (PLU)
0-4040 Neuss. Bataver Str. SO
Tel (02101) 523·1
Telex 172 101329
Fax (02101) 523445

HONG KONG:
Aircraft Technology Limited. 1202 Hang
Lung Bank Building, Hysan Avenue.
Causeway Bay.
Tel (5) 76S 227
Telex S9073 ATEC HX
Fax (5) 760 176
U.S.A.:
USA Marketing Headquarters,
Lucas Aerospace, 5215 N. O'Connor. Irving.
Texas 75039
Tel (214) 869 024S
Telex 732561 TELESERV DAL
Fax (214) S69 4550
Lucas Industries Inc. Aerospace Division,
155 Route 46 West. Fairtield.
New Jersey 07006
Tel (201) 227 SOOO
Telex 710 7344310 LUCASAERO FFLD
Fax (201) 227 7191
Lucas Aerospace, P.O. Box 867. Tustin.
California 926S 1·0867
Tel (714) 832 6555
Telex 294646 LUCA VA
Fax (714) S32 0749
Lucas Industries Inc. Aerospace Division,
30 Van Nostrand Avenue, Englewood.
New Jersey 07631
Tel (201) 227 8000
A.O.G. Tel (201) 567 6411
Telex 135374 LUCASAERO EGW
Fax (201) 894 1965
Lucas Industries Inc, Aerospace Division,
1320 West Walnut Street. Compton CA 90224.
Tel (213) 635 312S
Telex 1S2529 LUCASAERO CMTN
Fax (213) 635 0113
Lucas Aerospace, P.O. Box 17063,
Seattle, WA 9S 107
Tel (206) 783 8636
Telex 282905 LUCA UR
Fax (206) 343 OS86
AUL Instruments. 1055 Stewart Avenue.
Garden City, New York 11530
Tel (516) 222 6000
Fax (516) 222 9247
Weinschel Engineering, One Weinschel
Lane, Gaithersburg, MD 20S77
Tel (301 ) 94S 3434
Telex ITT 440702/WU S9·S352
Fax (301) 94S 3625

